Client
Chairman and CEO of a company that owns and operates nearly 30 assisted living properties in the Pacific Northwest
and is the pillar of the growing operation.

Situation
As the face of the company, the business savvy executive is the driving force behind the company’s continued
growth and financial stability. The current succession plan only provides coverage to fund the organization’s
exposure in case of the CEO’s death and does not cover any unforeseen disability.

Assessment
With annual revenues in excess of $75 million and 1,700 employees, it was apparent that the company was at a
serious risk should the CEO become critically disabled. With the Board of Directors responsible for the CEO’s
succession planning, concern was expressed that without the key relationships maintained by their leader, the
company would cease to grow and develop.

Solution
Exceptional Risk Advisors supplemented the traditional life insurance in place with a $10 million key person
disability policy, which protected the equity of the company in the event of the CEO succumbing to a disability. The
corporate owned policy, which was designed to pay a lump sum distribution after a 12-month elimination period,
was procured using the life insurance medical requirements, an application, and financial data.

Result
The $10 million key person disability policy would replace lost revenue and aid in the recruitment of top real estate
developers and property management firms for the running of the facilities and the continued growth of the
organization in the event the CEO could not return.

DISCLAIMER: Exceptional Risk Advisors, LLC is a licensed insurance producer - CA Licensee Number 0F60601. All products are offered pursuant to the excess and surplus lines laws
of each individual state and must be placed through a properly licensed excess or surplus lines broker. These products are not available to the general public, and this document is
intended for advisor use only. Nothing in this communication constitutes an offer, inducement or contract of insurance. Financial strength and size ratings can change and should be
reevaluated before coverage is bound and periodically thereafter. Not all products are available in all U.S. jurisdictions.

